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Abstract. The geometric modeling of prosthesis is a complex task from medical and 

engineering viewpoint. A method based on CT replacement is proposed in order to 

circumvent the related problems with the missing information to modeling. The method 

is based on digital image processing and swarm intelligence algorithm. In this 

approach, a missing region on the defective skull is represented by curvature 

descriptors. The main function of the descriptors is to simplify the skull’s contour 

geometry; and they are defined from the Cubic Bezier Curves using a meta-heuristic 

process for parameter’s estimation. The Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) optimization 

technique is applied in order to evaluate the best solution. The descriptors from a 

defective CT slice image are the searching parameters in medical image databases, and 

a similar image, i.e. with similar descriptors, can be retrieval and used to replace the 

defective slice. Thus, a prosthesis piece is automatically modeled with information 

extracted from distinct skulls with similar anatomical characteristics. 

Key Words: Prosthesis Modeling, Computed Tomography, Cubic Bezier Curves, 

Content Retrieval, ABC Optimization 

1. INTRODUCTION

Skull prosthesis is a mechanical piece artificially produced with similar geometric 

characteristics of the natural bone structure. Its production process has been modernized over 

time due to being supported by digital image processing and CAD tools. From the viewpoint 

of engineering, prosthesis can be considered as a complex product-feature because of its 

own geometry as well as because of all the processes required for its manufacture.  

Despite specific anatomical characteristics of individuals, it is possible that its 

production follows standard steps as long as it is characterized by clearly defined 
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methods. The basis of the production process is the geometric modeling in the early stage 

of design. The construction of a virtual 3D model allows us to evaluate the prosthesis 

from medical perspective in order to plan a surgical procedure as well as from product 

development perspective in order to plan its manufacturing process. This process 

involves different actions starting from the CT image acquisition and respective problem 

identification (failure in the bone) via the virtual model generation to, finally, the 

prosthesis production (real model).  

According to [1] the bones have the similar semantic representation of free-form 

objects, where the semantic features can contribute in the parameterization of bones‟ 

models. This approach solves the subjectivity to achieve custom pieces and overtakes the 

prosthesis modeling limitations as before addressed in [2, 3].  

At the level of implementation, the key point is the parameterization of shapes. 

Recent researches have proposed the automation of bone‟s modeling process in some 

steps, as example, the sub pixel cubes applied in [4], the Ellipse Adjustment Algorithm  

(EAA) proposed by [5] and its modified approach by SuperEllipses in [6], as well as the 

anatomic features generation experienced by [7] through a reverse engineering approach. 

The well known methods like Splines [7, 8, 9] and Active Shape Models [10, 11] are 

frequently used to describe regions, and they can be, for instance, adapted to represent 

bones. Additional difficulties in the bone modeling are present over the open edges 

problems due to the missing information. In order to overcome limitations while dealing 

with open contours the new approaches have been proposed such as the ellipse 

adjustment by [5], which is focused on finding an ellipse with a similar curvature to the 

bone edge. Thus, a circumference fits the bone edge over a specific CT slice in order to 

represent an incomplete edge. The main limitation is that the bone contour is not always a 

regular circumference and, for some slices, the adjustment is weak.  

The recent research about prosthesis modeling is oriented in the same direction with 

the aim of finding new methods for the generation of the anatomically-adjusted prosthesis 

models. Among these computational processes, it is possible to classify the methods due 

to strategy in 3D or 2D approaches. From 3D approach, the virtual model is built straight 

on 3D image, through manual intervention where the prosthesis is drawn on its own 3D 

surface like in [12, 13, 14] or generated by specialized algorithms that mathematically 

create a model of implant as in [4]. From 2D image, the virtual model is created from the 

tomographic cuts. A failure in the skull surface generates an open contour in the slices of 

respective failure region. In this case, all the open sections on the slices are closed one-

by-one through image processing methods in order to complete the open curvature in 

those bone images, as in [5, 6, 16]. Beyond these different approaches in modeling, we 

can also classify the reconstruction process according to the symmetry criteria. The 

failure position can be symmetric or non-symmetric. For the symmetric case, the most 

evident hypothesis is that the healthy side of skull can be mirrored [16] to the appositive 

side in order to cover the failure region by using the symmetry of body [17]. However, 

this is only possible when the failure region occurs in the right or left lateral position 

considering a sagittal cut. In the case of 3D surface reconstruction tools, as in [12], for 

instance, it is possible to add or remove image fragments from the mirroring region to 

build the prosthesis piece by a handmade management of the Boolean operations; surely 

the finest adjustment is also required in all the link positions between prosthesis and skull 

image. The mirroring can be automated as experienced by [16] through a slice by slice 

procedure in order to avoid manual intervention, but it also addresses problems in the 
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linkage frontiers between the model and the skull. In the non-symmetric case, the failure 

sometimes occurs in the frontal region as well while the symmetry-based process cannot 

be applied because the same proportion of the known image to mirroring does not exist. 

In this case, the closing of contour can be performed by computational methods as curve 

adjustment applied over the CT images. For this situation, some different techniques as 

Fourier Curves from [18, 19], and Active Shape Models [10, 11], can be used to 

graphically represent a closed contour region but they have restrictions when it comes to 

representing open sections because they cannot be adjusted on the missing area. 

Our proposal is to perform an autonomous content retrieval search in a lot of medical 

image database in order to find healthy bones with shape-similarity to replace missing 

regions. The method is based on a CT-by-CT approach. The problem concerned with 

content retrieval is the amount of data to be compared; then our approach is to define a 

small set of parameters, i.e. descriptors of the curvature shape. We are applying the Cubic 

Bezier Curves because its principle is the basis for other curve adjustment methods as B-

Splines for instance [8, 20]. The adjustment is evaluated by ABC optimization algorithm 

[21-25] as a useful tool for evaluating the best of the descriptors parameters. 

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

The method implies the determination of the control points of a Cubic Bézier Curve 

fitted on the bone edge curvature [25]. The control points are a set of shape descriptors 

because they permit us to build a synthetic edge similar to the original contour. The 

whole method‟s representation is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Flow of operation of the proposed method 
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The operation flow in Fig. 1 shows the method as having three main layers: image 

processing, curve descriptors calculation and missing region modeling. This research 

addresses the curve descriptors calculation. 

2.1. Curve descriptors calculation 

The process starts with the image processing. All the CT slices must be extracted 

from DICOM file [26]; this is followed by a threshold process [27]; it is an image 

processing method to perform the segmentation, i.e. transformation of the original grey 

level image into an equivalent binary (black & white) image. Thus, it enables us to 

separate the interesting objects of image from its background. Within this procedure, we 

are able to access the bone information only, meaning separated from the remaining 

tissues. Once the bone edge has an outer side and an inner side with their respective 

shapes we need to apply an edge detector to separate them. After this procedure all the 

selected CT slices contain binary data whose value „1‟ is a pixel of inner and outer edges 

and „0‟ is the background. The curve calculation is compounded by two processes, where 

the first is the Failure Position Identification whose aim is look for the slices with an open 

contour; and the second is the Parametric Modeling of Curvature whose objective is to 

determinate its descriptors. 

2.1.1. Failure position identification 

Once these images are processed, we need to find only the CT slices whose bone edge 

comprehends the failure region. An automatic procedure is proposed by [5] in order to 

perform the selection of the set of slices with uncompleted edge. The method operates 

through the polar coordinates scanning the edge‟s pixels on each CT slice, and it produces a 

relationship between an angle theta versus the radius (distance from center to pixel) as 

presented in Fig. 2.a. Thus, when a pixel exists in that theta direction we get its polar 

coordinate, and otherwise when no pixel is present (gap position) an infinite radius value is 

found; then it is possible to mark the initial and final position of failure in each image. 

Following this, from the set of open slices, we proceed to the modeling for each one. 

2.1.2. Sectioning of the edges 

The Bézier method requires a set of control points to produce an adjusted curve; in 

this case, some of them are known while the others must be calculated. The known 

control points P belong to the edge. Our method applies the edge sectioning procedure to 

sub-divide the edge in small sections Ck. Each section defines two initial parameters for 

curve generation. Fig. 2.b presents the sectioning on edge where each pair [Pk Pk+1], with 

k=1,..,n, defines the range of n divisions. The value of n is experimentally determined by 

Gumiel in [25] and in this example, the n value represents 10 cut sections where the 

sections are C0=[P0 P1], C1=[P1 P2], …, C9=[P9 P10]. The number of descriptors necessary 

to represent the curvature implies an equivalent number of sections. The difficulty is to 

determine the balance between n value and the precision required because a higher 

number of divisions (n) cause a big set of parameters and, consequently, a big amount 

data for processing. Otherwise, small n causes weak adjusted curves due to the lack of 

information. Thus, the main problem is to find equilibrium between the best accuracy of 
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the results with the minimum quantities of descriptors. This optimization is presented in 

the following section 2.2.4. 

           

Fig. 2 a) Polar coordinate mapping to identification of the limits in missing region          

b) Sectioning of contour for fixed control points (Pk) determination 

2.1.3. Parametric modeling of curvature 

The main objective in this phase is to generate a synthetically built curve over original 

bone edge in order to describe the bone curvature in each CT slice. Thus, we get a small 

set of points to represent the same shape of bone curvature instead those all of edge 

pixels. The parameters to be calculated by the Bézier Method are presented in Fig. 3. 

   

Fig. 3 a) A sample of a Bézier Method showing the curve defined by its respective 

control points; b) The sample of a curve generate on a piece of bone edge and 

respective position of control points 

The aim is to define the “variable control points” that lie between two known fixed 

points P1 and P2. As presented in Fig. 3.a, the fixed control points P1 and P2 define the 

beginning and the end of the Bezier curve in a section, and its shape is given by p3 to p10. 

By general form we have:  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9{[ ];[ , , , , , , , ]}Ck k k k k k k k k k kB P P p p p p p p p p          (1) 

a) b) 

a) b) 
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Where BCk is the respective Bezier curve for section Ck.  Ps are known and ps  are 

unknown. The Bézier technique needs a “control polygon” in order to generate the 

curvature whose vertices are the set of control points. As presented in the example in Fig. 

3.a, the Bezier curve is built from four control points so called P1, P2 (as the fixed points 

lying on edge) and  p3, p4 (as variable points) whose coordinates define a “control 

polygon”. The polygon lines determine a base support line for the variable control points 

(p5, p6, p7). Changing those points, p8, p9 are moved along the support line and define p10. 

This point is the resulting point and it defines the pixel position to draw a curve. By 

changing all variable p points it is possible to obtain all curve points. Fig. 3.b presents an 

example of the Bezier curve adjusted (blue line) on the bone edge to the outer contour 

(green line). The quality of adjustment depends on the position of all control points, and 

the challenge is to calculate the possible coordinates of the “variable points” (red points) 

once the fixed points are known because they are on the bone edge. In Fig. 4.a there is a 

good Bezier adjustment and in Fig. 4.b a sample of a wrong adjustment.  

            

Fig. 4 Examples of Bezier Curves adjusted on edge 

Fig. 4 shows in (a) fixed points P1 and P2 and respective variable points p3 and p4. In 

these positions, the Bezier curve is on the original edge. In Fig. 4.b, P1 and P2 are in the 

same position as (a) but p3 and p4 are not correctly positioned, and then by consequence 

the Bezier curve does not represent the original edge curvature. The process of finding 

the best position for the variable points for each BCk curve is determined by application of 

the Artificial Bee Colony Optimization (ABC) as described further on. 

2.1.4. The Artificial Bee Colony optimization (ABC) 

The ABC optimization algorithm proposed by Karaboga [21, 22] or its modified 

approach by Abro [23, 24] is based on concept of collective behavior of insects in nature 

(bees, for instance), modified to solve optimization problems. It is an algorithm of swarm 

intelligence (SI) where the individuals interact locally among them in order to solve a 

problem (global objective) [28]. 

In this case, we are applying the ABC algorithm in order to determinate the 

coordinate of the variable control points (p). Karaboga et al [22] have compared the ABC 

performance face the GA (Genetic Algorithm), DE (Differential Evolution), PSO 

(Particle Swarm Optimization) and demonstrated its applicability. Because of the 

experience acquired in this research, the ABC approach is selected as more suitable for 

our optimization problem. 

a) b) 
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The ABC algorithm is based on the bees searching for a source of food [21], and in 

our context, the “source of food” location is a possible solution of the variable control 

points. In addition, the amount of nectar corresponds to the solution‟s quality, i.e. the 

quality of the calculated Bezier curve. The quality of the calculated curve is evaluated by 

fitness function, f, as presented in Eq. 2. 

 2 2

1

( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ))
n

B O B O

i

f k X i X i Y i Y i


     (2) 

Fitness function f(k) is calculated for each section Ck=1,2,...,L  with L as the total number 

of sections of the edge, and n as the maximum number of control points for comparison. 

The value of f defines the difference between calculated values XB and YB (values of 

coordinates X and Y from the Bezier curve) and those of all XO and YO (values of 

original contour pixels).  

Following the ABC algorithm from [22], the initial population is a set of the possible 

solutions randomly generated and in our notation Pk and Pk+1 are respectively the starting 

point (first point) and ending point (second point) of the section on the bone edge. Then, 

they form a rectangular polygon that limits a searching area in order to look for the 

variable points (p3 and p4) as in Fig. 5.a. P1 and P2 are known because of lying over the 

edge at the cut position; the challenge is to find the best p3 and p4 candidate points whose 

coordinates are more suitable to produce the Bezier curve in each section. 

In Figs. 5.b and 5.c, they present a sample of the optimization result applied on contour 

through Ck=10 sections. In total, we have about 20 variable points from 11 fixed points. 

 

Fig. 5 Descriptors calculation a) Searching area for section Ck; b) Fixed and variable 

control points; c) Descriptors to the inner and outer contour 

The fitness of curvature is evaluated by a function f that measures the difference 

between the original edge and the generated curve. The best values after the convergence 

of method are selected as answer points. Then, the total of points {PBCk} is the curvature 

descriptors.  

a) b) c) 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For demonstrating our purpose, a synthetic irregular failure is hand-made built 

through ImageJ plugging from [16], [30]. Thus, the original cut piece is to be compared 

with modeled one. From image of Fig. 9, a total of 26 CT slices with their respective 

open contours are extracted as samples in Fig. 9.b. Now, n=10 sectioning of the edge 

gives us 20 set of descriptors. The process is repeated for images in database and the 

parameters are calculated again for each one.  

The compatible CT slices are extracted from the image database within CTs set about 

25 patients. The selected are all whose descriptors which match with searching 

parameters as shown in Table I. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Defective skull and respective failure region 

As presented in Fig. 6, the skull‟s failure region can be decomposed by its respective 

CT slices. In Fig. 6.a an example of a frontal failure is presented. Note that in this case 

the modeling does not apply symmetry by mirroring, like show images I, II and III in Fig. 

6.b. Otherwise, only the image IV could be solved by mirroring. Then the proposed 

method attends both symmetric and non-symmetric cases. 

Table I shows the recovered compatible slices for each testing CT image from 

patient#1. Note that the prosthesis range can be replaced by compatible information from 

3 distinct patients (patients #05, #06, and #10). These three have similar morphological 

characteristics in the specific tomographic cut. The best CT is selected within minimum 

error for each tested slice. Due to the fact that the ROI position is known on the original 

image, the same part of CT can be extracted from compatible Cts.  

A sample of some compatible pieces is presented in Fig. 7. For example, the first slice 

number #249 from patient #06 can replace the slice number #249 in patient #01, the 

second slice number #250 in patient#01 can be replaced by the slice number#245 from 

patient#05, and so on.  

All of the recovered slices can be superimposed to form a 3D piece as presented in 

Fig. 8. The new 3D piece fills the failure region as presented in Fig. 9. 

 

 

a) b) 
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Table 1 Compatible slices whose descriptors match with testing images 

Testing Image 

(CT-patient #1) 

Compatible CT Image 

(CTs recovered) 

Fitness 

(similarity measure) 

Slice # 249 Patient no 06, slice no 249 31,0711 

Slice # 250 Patient no 05, slice no 245 63,5262 

Slice # 251 Patient no 05, slice no 247 73,5553 

Slice # 256 Patient no 06, slice no 246 76,5050 

Slice # 257 Patient no 06, slice no 245 81,3127 

Slice # 258 Patient no 05, slice no 247 98,6153 

Slice # 259 Patient no 10, slice no 249 92,8940 

Slice # 267 Patient no 10, slice no 248 166,4766 

Slice # 268 Patient no 06, slice no 244 174,0587 

Slice # 269 Patient no 10, slice no 244 171,3661 

Slice # 270 Patient no 05, slice no 274 81,0014 

Slice # 271 Patient no 06, slice no 271 47,4940 

Slice # 272 Patient no 06, slice no 273 44,2646 

Slice # 273 Patient no 05, slice no 275 46,2553 

 

 
 

 

(249, 6) 

 

 

(247, 5) 

 

 

(246, 6) 

 

 

(249, 10) 

 

(248, 10) 

 

(244,6) 

 

(274,5) 

 

(273, 6) 

Fig. 7 The samples of compatibles pieces that match the original missing region, 

labeled here as („slice#’, „patient#’) 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 Three views of modeled prosthesis 
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Fig. 9 The piece anatomically adjusted on the ROI 

 

Fig. 10 Measurement of error between original skull and the replaced region evaluated 

through Geomagic® system [29] 

In Fig. 9, there is a visual sense of the prosthesis piece covering the missing region on 

the testing skull image. The linkage between the prosthesis piece and the skull seems as 

discontinuity because the 3D view tool (from ImageJ/Fiji plugging [30]) caused shadows 

on the edges of these two objects. The better visualization is given in Fig. 10 by presentation 

of a colored scale for 3D error measured by Geomagic® system [29]. The values show 

the differences among ≈1mm until ≈2mm between the original skull and the replaced 

region inside the prosthesis range.  

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The paper addresses the prosthesis modeling problem. It presents a method to fill a 

defective region on the skull by a CT replacement strategy. The proposed method is 

compounded by activities involving image processing, optimization and curves adjustment. 

The aim of proposal is the creation of the contours‟ descriptors based on the Cubic Bezier 
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Curves. The concept behind the method is to perform a content retrieval from a medical 

image database in order to look for compatible CTs slices from other patients with similar 

morphological characteristics. The good compatible slices with a closed contour are used 

to replace the defective slices with an open contour. Thus, a piece of image from a good 

bone edge is superimposed on the position of the missing area of testing image. All the 

processes for descriptor‟s generation and its respective geometric prosthesis modeling are 

performed automatically.  

A testing image is prepared for demonstration. An irregular hole is handmade built on 

the frontal position of a skull image. In this way, we have enough information to compare 

the modeled prosthesis with the real bone image. The Geomagic software is applied to 

evaluate the difference in measure. The presented result shows that it is possible to create 

a respective 3D prosthesis model with minimum error without the user‟s intervention. 

From the engineering point of view, in terms of geometry, we have demonstrated that it is 

possible to create anatomical bone models. However, for future work, it is necessary to 

complete the other phases of process such as printing as well as all medical evaluation. 

This proposal is an important step to prosthesis modeling in our ongoing study, but in 

order to comply with further practical application, it is also necessary to enlarge the 

testing image database to improve the selection of more compatible answers. 
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